
Recreational Drone Fishing. Legal 
Intervention Sought By  FINSA reporter 02 April 2022 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drone manufacturers, suppliers, operators, and other 
interested parties are awaiting the outcome of a court case 
which is challenging the Notice issued by the Department of 
Environment, Forestry and Fisheries’ (DFFE) that drones 
cannot be used for the fishing of marine species, and if found 
to will be confiscated. 

An urgent application has been brought by Gannet Works, IARC CC, Unmanned 
SA (Pty) Ltd, CDS Angling Supplies CC, CEG Projects (Pty) Ltd against the 

DFFE. 

The Gauteng Division, Pretoria High Court (Case 14880/22) heard this last 

week. The judgement is still to be handed down. 
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The concern is since the Notice was issued in February, sales of drones and 
other equipment have drastically declined. In this case (and no doubt many 

others) this is threatening the survival of five businesses and employees. 

Driving the motion is Jacques Venter who has the Fair Fishing SA Facebook 
Page. He says in a letter to recreational fishers that he questions the “very 

flawed and misguided interpretation” by a “small group of self-appointed 

lobbyists” of the law with regards to recreational angling. 

“This is now very much a legal matter, all about the definitions of words in the 

Act,” he says referring to the words “Fishing” and “Angling”. 

Ban on Using Drones for Fishing and Baiting 

Definitions 

He helpfully provides the definitions as set out in the Marine and Living 

Resources Act of 1998: added in amended Act: 

“angling” means – recreational fishing by manually operating a rod, reel and 
line or one or more separate lines to which no more than 10 hooks are attached 

per line.” 

Removed from the original Act leaving “fishing” as undefined: 

“fishing” means – 

• Searching for catching, taking, or harvesting fish or an attempt to any 
such activity; 

• engaging in any other activity which can reasonably be expected to 
result in the locating, catching, taking or harvesting fish; 

• Placing, searching for or recovering any fish aggregating device or 
associated gear, including radio beacons; 

• Any operation in support or in preparation of any activity described in 
the definition; or 
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• The use of an aircraft in relation to any activity described in this 

definition 

No definitions for: manually operating, Drone, Bait bait and Electric reel 

Not just drones 

Venter says if this interpreted logic is to be followed there can also not be ski 
boats, jet skis, fish-finders, GPSs, paddle skis, kites and wait for it…. even a 
rod stand would be illegal, as those are also additional aids or support acts 
used in the act of Recreational fishing/angling, as is defined in the old (1998) 

definition of the word Fishing and new (2006) definition of Angling. 

“Think about it… Trolling from a boat or jetski would be 100% illegal under this 
distorted new logic. Yes a boat/jetski is definitely a mechanised aid 

pulling/trolling the bait through the water and that fish-finder on the kayak, 

yet that too would come in question. 

“At the top of the target list is drones and bait boats, but this could obviously 

extend to many other aspects of fishing at any future point in time. Like that 

GPS fish-finder on a Kayak. 

“As there are many livelihoods that are now in jeopardy, many families would 

suffer, not just those directly affected in the drone manufacturing and tackle 
industry but also others like the communities of gillies on the wild coast for 
which the payment from especially drone anglers, is the only source of income 
to the community which would place additional pressure on our natural 

resources.” 

MLRA due for updating 

While there is as much support for drone fishing as there is resistance, 
including from the South African Shore Angling Association which is 
vehemently opposed to drone fishing, the DFFE has indicated that there are 

plans to update the MLRA this year. 
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Late last year the DFFE told the parliamentary portfolio committee on fisheries 
that it will be focusing on this once it has finalised the Fishing Rights Allocation 

Process (FRAP 2021-22). 

According to some responders, marine law enforcement officers don’t appear 
to be aware of the latest Notice and are certainly not all singing from the same 

hymn sheet. Nor it seems is the DFFE which when approached by a lawyer, on 
behalf of an Eastern Cape fisherman, about the legality of drone fishing in 

2020, the response was that it was legal! 

Delayed Compliance Enforcement Aggravates Drone Conversation 

Meanwhile the DFFE has provided a 38-page Answering Affidavit to the court, 

and “is pulling out all the expected stops to try to justify its actions.” 

Whether recreational drone fishers like it or not, updates to the MLRA in this 
regard could still mean that drone usage days are numbered. See 
also Armchair Fishermen and the Ethics of Using Drones  Using Drones to Fish. 

Cool or Cop-out UPDATE. Drone Fishing Conversation Leads to Call for 

Regulation Over Any Kind of Ban 

                              ……………….. 


